
 

 

 
 

UNITED COLORS OF BENETTON SUN22 COLLECTION 
 

 
 

A rainbow of riches awaits in the men’s and women’s SUN22 collection from United Colors of 
Benetton. Masters of colour, the new sunglass collection is a fun and vibrant confection of 
hero pieces guaranteed to raise moods. Timeless styles, reinterpreted as only Benetton can, 
introduce a plethora of options to the discerning style maven ahead of the summer season. 
 

WOMEN’S COLLECTION 
 
Crystal acetate design BE5042 effortlessly captures the light and bright mood of summertime. 
This style features an effortlessly easy-to-wear shape paired with graduated lenses in hues 
that immaculately blend together, fading from summer shades such as Soft Pink to Mint 
Green. Benetton’s iconic stitch logo sits on the outer temples, again, adding another vibrant 
colour pop designed to vividly contrast against the crystal colourations. As a nod to the 
brand’s vibrant Italian street style origins, the temple tips are adorned with classic United 
Colors of Benetton stripes, a subtle branding detail. This style is available in stunning 
colourways such as Crystal Light Mint, Crystal Light Peach and Crystal Rose, perfect for 
soaking up the holiday sun.  
 
BE5051 is a unique and glamourous acetate style featuring a dual crystal front giving a richer 
depth of colour for an eye-catching design. Additional wow-factor is delivered via the style’s 
geometric shape and striking chunky handle. Beveled temples feature an oversized milled 
stitch logo as an additional branding point, which is contrasted against luxurious terrazzo 
patterned acetate visible along both the inner and outer of the temples, adding a bold sense 
of individuality to the frame. 



 

 

             
 
 
 
 

MEN’S COLLECTION 
 
The aviator shape of men’s metal model BE7025 is an on-trend, contemporary twist on a 
timeless and classic silhouette. Vibrant pops of colour can be seen throughout this style. 
Contrast-coloured nose pads and temple tips are introduced in electric Navy, brilliant 
Turquoise, and sunshine Yellow. A further injection of colour can be found on the colour pop 
stitch logo which delicately adorns each inner ear tip. For additional subtle branding details 
look out for Benetton’s stitch logo, also placed on the outside of the slim high-shine temples. 
Signing off the design in style are the graduated bespoke ombré lenses mirroring tropical 
sunsets.  
 
United Colors of Benetton men’s acetate frame BE5047 is defined by its angled geometric 
front with soft edges for a modern, edgy take on a classic silhouette. Adorning the outer 
temple tips are milled and filled classic United Colors of Benetton strips, adding another 
dazzling pop of colour to the frame. This frame is available in Cherry Red for a bright and bold 
look to instantly elevate any man’s summer style. 
        

    
 
 
 

PRESS OFFICE 
For further information and imagery, please contact Adam Rowe at Fabric PR. 

Email: adam@fabricpr.com 
Tel: + 44 (0) 20 3326 7331 
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